
 
 
Name:___________________ 

 Lesson 10 review 

 

A group that has lived in an area since 

before it was taken over by outsiders 

 

 

Mayan judges often require a person who 

does something wrong to another person to 

 

 

Subsistence farmer use what technique   

 

A traditional culture is based mainly on 

which of the following? 

 

 

How has Maya religion adapted?   

 

What ARE the expectations of children?   

 

 

What WILL be lost when indigenous people 

adapt to modern life? 

 

 

Cloud forests  Forest with clouds that 

cover trees because of 

  

____________  

 

__________________ 

 

 Preserve Mayan Culture Adapt to Modern live 

Community m______ c_____ that follow Mayan 
customs.  
  
R____________ b___________ 
guard images of Catholic saints and 
organize ceremonies and festivals.  
  
Mayan judges use r____________ 
  

-m_______ who 
governs according to 
national laws.  
  
-serious criminals sent 
to national ________.  
  
 
- leave cities to find 



 
 
Name:___________________ 

work or to get an 
____________. 

Home 
and 
Family 

house has little furniture.  
  
family _______ for religious worship.  
  

 
men work in the ___________ 
  
women work at ____________ 

-Electricity, running 
water, radio or T.V. 
  
-Metal _______ press. 
  
-popular music  
  
- wear _________,  
  
T-shirts, and sneakers 

Work Most are ___________ farmers  
  

 
Grow _______ and other vegetables 
on small plots called “________.”  
 
____________ ________  using the 
slash-and-burn method. 

tools:_______ with 
steel blades, to clear 
the land.  
  
___________ fertilizers  
  

part of the year 
working on commercial 
__________________. 

Market 
Day 

markets _____ or _____ days a week 
 
Stalls for similar products  
 
________ and vegetables, household 
goods, and stalls that offer services 

sell items just for 
_____________. 
 
Most trading is done  
  
with ________ instead  
  
of __________.  
 
______ language used 

Mayan 
Tradition 

traditional music and _________ to 
celebrate religious occasions.  
 
At festivals, they wear traditional 
_____________, such as huipiles. 
 
See Mayan _________ for illnesses. 

 
modern clothing for 
everyday life.  
 
See modern ________ 
for major problems. 

 


